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About This Game

Discover. Build. Defend. Escort. Survive. Dream.... Mimi, I just have to find the transport room and escort you there, right?
Then the dream will end? Look! It's another door! Is the transport room behind this door, Mimi?

Winged Sakura: Endless Dream combines the most addicting game features into a rogue-lite survival tower defense game! Open
endless doors, discover endless new rooms, and defeat endless robots. Build towers, form contracts, gain new allies, and survive

the Endless Dream.

Find the transport room and escort Mimi to the final destination!

Features:

Several Addicting Game Features and Genres Combined Into One!
Action, RPG, Strategy, and Rogue-lite combined with Survival, Tower Defense, and Resource Management! A game
that's bound to give you new thrilling experience!

Randomly Generated Levels! 
A new playthrough means newly randomly generated levels, items, events, towers, enemies, allies, and skill items!
'Randomly Generated Levels' changes the way you think and play, giving you a brand new experience every playthrough!

Discover Rooms, Defend, and Escort!
The more rooms you discover, the more difficult the game gets! Discover, defend, and escort Mimi to the transport
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room!

4 Playable Characters and 3 Classes! Enhance each class with Sakuras!
Play as an Archer, Assassin, or a Mage! Expand each class and change their play-style with Sakuras' unique passive
abilities!

30 Sakuras to Collect and Master: 
Unseal Sakuras, raise their ranks, and master them to unlock their full potentials and CGs!

2 Supporters and 3 Operators! 
Sakuras can be assigned as a Supporter or an Operator, providing powerful game-changing passive abilities! If a Sakura
is assigned as a Supporter, she will provide your character a passive ability and changes your main element to match your
her element. If a Sakura is assigned as an Operator, she will greatly enhance all allies or/and towers on the floor!

5 Elements: Neutral, Fire, Ice, Lightning, and Poison! 
Every room, enemy, and Sakura has an element! For those who's up for the challenge, exploiting your enemies'
weakness will be necessary in overcoming the hardest difficulty mode in the game!

Survival Mode! 
Hard mode isn't enough for you? Try survival mode!

24 Towers with up to 4 Upgrades Each! 
9 Offensive Towers, 7 Support Towers, and 8 Generators! Towers are randomly generated in-game and can be
researched and upgraded! Every new tower opens a new possibility of creating your ultimate choke points.

Rouge-lite Disclaimer (10/15/2017)

Permadeath in this game means you start back at level 1. Your character does not permanently get stronger. The only
thing you keep is petals, which is used to unseal and rank up Sakuras that will aid as you progress into higher worlds.
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Title: Winged Sakura: Endless Dream
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
WINGED SAKURA GAMES
Publisher:
WINGED SAKURA GAMES
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ 64 Bit

Processor: Any CPU after 2010

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0), OpenGL 3.2

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: A widescreen monitor is recommended. (16:9 or 16:10 aspect ratio). Art's native resolution is 1080p.
Scaling will occur on any other resolutions.

English
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awesome game. That was a perfect one, you should try it if you love "Freelancer". If you try this then you gonna forget
"Freelancer" :). A no buy. Rating 1/10. 1 Just for being a game. A sucky one at that.

This has single player and multiplayer. I only played the single player.

When I saw this game on the store page the name grabbed me but I hated the graphics in the trailer and I told the developer the
game looked horrible and that he should remake the game in Unreal. Unity sucks. But afterwards I felt bad and since the game
was under $1 I figured I'd support the dev and help him buy assets for Unreal so he can remake his game so it at least looks
good.

After playing the game for a short while. My opinion of the game still stands.
When I started the game I noticed I must of been in a plane crash and landed in the jungle or on an island. Sound familiar? And
then I noticed that out of nowhere zombies are spawning and attacking me and they keep spawning from a spot for no reason.
So I run and run until I see a beach with a nippa/bamboo dock and when I walk up there are zombies already there. I run and run
and am wonder what to do. How can I defend myself. "Oh look !!. My inventory has a machine gun and a flamethrower already
in it." Hmmm. Are airline passengers allowd to carry guns on board? Maybe in the country I am in. But flamethrowers? So
really if I go on I will just judge this thing more harshly. Oh I went back to the dock and killed the zombies and they just kept
spawning at a spot on the hut that is over the water. Hmmm? Whaaaattt?? I don't get it. If the developer remakes the game with
way better graphics and game play and animations which are horrible then I will play this again. Possibly good idea for a
shooter/survival game but junkie for my taste.. this is a really simple and fun game! it has really nice music and will not take
long to complete since it only has 21 levels. its free, so you might as well try it out!. A not very well executed RPG. I have a
special steam group for games that I never want to launch again, and this one made that cut. I'd critique it in depth but I can't
really thing of anything good to say about it. Just imagine with the story, execuition, gameplay, graphics and everything else
appealing shifted all the way to the left of the slider bar. Honestly don't remember the music so it probably was only just okay
instead of awful, everything else is bad.. SWEET GAME LOVE AGE OF EMPIRES SERIES. I WISH I COULD
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING PLAY THIS GAME IT LOOKS SO BAD\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665BUT ITS
DOESNT LANUCH FML. This game is Incredible. Just sitting around a boardgame with friends playing this has been a great
way to spend the weekend. Brings back some of the old feel and fighting spirit back with friends. Truly a must have for anyone
that enjoys a good board game. I have never even played a tower defense game but this game was amazing.. Fun graphics and
art design create a nostalgic, old-school feel harkening back to DOS era CRPGs and rogue-likes, simple gameplay and design
reduce replay value to a few hours, tops. I would wait until this game is around $5 or on sale rather than its current price.
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One of my favorites. You easily get hooked.. This was a mediochre game up until it broke: at one point, you need to collect
some bronze ingots. If you do this in some orders, there is no way of continuing the game without restarting completely. As this
is around an hour and half in, this is rather frustrating.

I would advise avoiding this game as it has a gamebreaking bug that the developers seem to have no intention of fixing..
Unplayable. Head and movent tracking without rift contols? It was a 3 2 1 before I ripped my xbone out of the usb slot. Buy a
wireless Xbone? I own a rift!
 The sad thing about how badly they crippled their own game is that I realy wanted to play it. I have read everything HPL has
published and more. I was a part of the Wisperer in Darkeness movie and comic. I even create an HPL comic of my own.
 The point of this genre is that it gives more than it takes. Try harder.. Mountains of ability cards. Tons of add-on parts. A whole
slew of boards of different shapes and sizes. Even more content to be released. And top it all off with relatively easy-to-use
modding tools, with full online mod support on the way...

...When they say the possibilities are endless, they mean it.

. Good game. Funny.
Nice graphic. You can reach lvl 80 like 10 hours.. Bought this game because my friend mentioned it and as I'm quite fond of
visual novels I decided to check it out.

First thing that hooked me in -  Graphics & Design . Although later, while playing I noticed that there could be more clarity
and detail in some places, all in all the game looks absolutely amazing. The character design might not be very unique cause I've
seen similar concepts before, but the way they and the backgrounds were drawn here - fabulous. Very pleasing to the eye and
adds to the mood of the story and the game. The cutscenes are a bit too flashy at times, but absolutely beautiful and charming.

 Background music  is lovely. I just love it. Not on the Transistor level of course, but still pretty good. Music and the text
sounds are a bit too loud by default, but this can be adjusted in the settings.

The game itself is  a mix of point&click and a visual novel . A great combination in my opinion.

The  plot  so far seems very interesting, but as you are thrown in, all the concepts and terms in the game make you overwhelmed
at first, but I got more familiar and comfortable with them after playing it multiple times to explore other possible choices and
routs.  Speaking of  - the choices of actions and the dialogue actually make a difference! As in many other visual novels, you
get more info about different characters by selecting different dialogue options. Choices of actions, for example when  you need
to choose whether to chop down or dig out that demon plant  influence the story itself, by which I mean the way of reaching the
conclusion of the chapter differs.  although Flynn still makes a hole in Roui ;_; 

Can't tell much about the  cons  because I have not noticed any major flaws. I could nit pick and say that

the movement from left to right in a scene could be smoother

letting the players know what the different buttons in the inventory do would be more convenient

allowing players to combine items in a bit different order while crafting would save way more time

but I don't want to be very critical. Those points above could be improved on, but for me they did not ruin the experience, so it's
all good. The  price  is also quite reasonable, assuming more  hopefully free  chapters are coming in the future.
9 outta 10 would recommend c:. It's not our traditional Worms, but it's still fun.. Pretty decent.
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